ACCSES is YOUR Voice on Capitol Hill. Together, We Can Make a Difference!

ACCSES is the leading national association representing over 1,200 disability service providers, serving over 3 million people with disabilities. ACCSES builds relationships with lawmakers, regulators, and industry stakeholders to ensure that a full array of employment and residential options are a priority for Congress and Federal agencies.

We advocate for your interests:
- 898 Panel Recommendations
- Aging & Dementia in the I/DD Population
- Assistive Technology Solutions
- COVID-19 Recovery
- DSP Wages
- Full Array of Employment and Residential Choices
- HCBS Settings Rule
- IDEA
- Rule of Two
- Medicaid Managed Care
- Solutions for the Future
- WIOA Guidance

ACCSES offers a wide variety of services that connect you with the depth of information only ACCSES has to offer:
- Expert Policy Analysis
- Grassroots Lobbying Days
- Updates on Regulatory Changes
- Thoughtful Public Comment
- New Proposed Legislation
- In Person Advocacy
- Willingness to Take on the Tough Battles

As a leader in innovation, ACCSES is a partner with the National Expansion of Employment Opportunities Network (NEON):
- Staff Training
- Strategic Plan Development
- Staff Development and Restructuring
- Transportation Solutions
- Diversifying Funding Streams

What is the value of membership?
Your annual dues go to ensuring that all people with disabilities have a full range and menu of employment, residential, and life options. Federal policy must not leave any people with disabilities behind, and we fight for that ideal daily. With your membership, ACCSES fights on your behalf.

To learn more about ACCSES membership, contact Gary Goosman, GGoosman@ACCSES.org, or call 202-349-4263.

Join Today to Help Shape Your Future!